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Strasbourg and Baden-Baden 2
days

Product Code:
EUR
EUR

159 / P.P.
199 / P.P.

BADEN2D
Double Room
Single room

Paris- Strasbourg-Baden-Baden - Paris

Day 1

Paris – Strasbourg
Pick up

 Lodgement arround Strasbourg or Baden-baden.
Departure 8H in the morning for Strasbourg, the capital of the Alsace
region, the sixth largest city in France. Strasbourg's historic city centre, the
Grande Île (Grand Island), was classified a World Heritage site by
UNESCO in 1988, the first time such an honour was placed on an entire
city centre. Strasbourg is the seat of several European institutions, such as
the Council of Europe and the Eurocorps, as well as the European
Parliament and the European Ombudsman of the European Union.

 PLACE ITALIE IN FRONT OF
KFC RESTAURANT: 213
Boulevard Vincent Auriol, 75013
Paris. Paris
 08:00

Include
Day 2

Strasbourg – Baden-Baden - Paris

 Breakfast
1, After breakfast, departure for the summer capital of Europe during the
"belle époque" – Baden-Baden. Today, it is famous worldwide as a spa
town with a cultural tradition and a top-class reputation for healthcare.
Glittering festivals and unrivalled elegance make it a byword for exclusivity,
elegance and luxury living. Baden-Baden excels in everything it does,
whether it's cures or culture. Situated in beautiful countryside on the
fringes of the Black-Forest, Baden-Baden provides the most stylish setting
for a cultural or health-related break. Baden-Baden's hot springs well up
from a depth of 2,000 metres, supplying the town's twelve thermal spas.
Among these thermal spas, the modern spa "Caracalla" and the RomanIrish historical baths "Friedrichsbad" are the best known in the world. The
water, which reaches temperatures of up to 68°C, is used to treat a wide
range of conditions, including cardiovascular problems, rheumatism, joint
complaints, metabolic disorders and respiratory ailments.
2, Return back to Paris. End of trip.
(Attention: Children younger than 7 years of age are not allowed into the
Caracalla Spa. Children younger than 14 years of age are not allowed into
the FRIEDRICHSBAD Spa.)

Aircondition bus
English speaking tour leader
One night in 3-star hotel
Breakfast in the hotel

Exclude
Entrance fees
Meals
Travel Insurance
Suggested tips for tour leader
and driver 4€/person/ day

Attraction Tickets
Adult EUR
Child EUR
Adult EUR
Child EUR
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